BREAKING NEWS- WAKE UP AMERICA - A WORLD CRISES
THE U.S. HAS DECLARED WAR AGAINST HUMANITY
ON CHILDREN, MOTHERS AND FATHERS
We are HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS of mothers, fathers, sons and daughters in the U.S. and
world giving testament to a U.S. Government funded and run Trafficking, Pillaging, Torture
and Serial Murder regime just as was done by those who escaped the Nazi Holocaust.
We have filed a Criminal Complaint in the International Criminal Court
https://tinyurl.com/ICC-USCRIMINALCOMPLAINT against Perpetrators including Joe Biden,
Kamala Harris, Clarence Thomas, Charles Grassley, Richard Blumenthal, Ted Cruz, Bill
Clinton, Xavier Becerra, Anthony Palmieri, all Governors, and judicial Perpetrators who
sell, traffic, pillage and Murder our Parents and Children in government funded trafficking
regime.
Our rights are Unalienable and endowed by the Creator by the Declaration of Independence
and from “Human Dignity” by the U.N. International Bill of Rights. The diabolical U.S.
Government Trafficking Racket is run by all branches of government that steals our
Unalienable Rights by:
a. enacting false, void “edicts” called “protection sounding names” like “family” and
“guardian” law to Eliminate and treat us as Dead, Stateless, Rightless Citizens by stripping
our rights, liberty, life and property. These U.S. Nuremberg Laws are parallel to Nazi
Nuremberg Lawsi called “For the Protection of the People and the State ii that suspend all
basic rights of citizens.
b. funding the Federal insider trafficker that uses the protection sounding name “Health and
Human Services” and hires state trafficking vendors called “child protection services,” adult
protection services” (acronym aliases include “HHS” “CPS” “APS”) to kidnap, steal, traffic
and murder our family members, often seizing them at gunpoint in dead of night.
c. Extorting us to report the crimes by the alphabet acronym Perpetrators who are perpetrating
the Atrocity Crimes by pretending these traffickers can “investigate” their own crimes.
d. Creating simulated courts also called “protection sounding names” like “family”and
“guardian” court to execute Atrocity Crimes in the ruse of a “court proceeding.”
e. Silencing those who report Atrocity Crimes by false arrest, pillaging their assets; and
MURDERING their family who has been seized in the Genocide/Child Trafficking Regime.
Anyone who enters the U.S. is in danger and at risk. Almost 25% of the victims are not U.S.
citizens and/or possess dual citizenship. Their international assets, homes, and possessions are
subjected to seizure. The Atrocity Crimes being perpetrated by the U.S. are a security threat and
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risk to Global Peace, Prosperity and Survival. The massive scale of these Atrocity Crimes is
staggering and concealed from the world by the U.S. government:
a. An estimated SIXTY MILLION children and parents in the U.S. and the world are being
trafficked and murdered by the U.S. Guardian Genocide and Child Trafficking Regimes
b. TRILLONS OF DOLLARS are Plundered and Money Laundered from the world
economy. (don’t want to deal with banking etc here)
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The Atrocity Crimes by the U.S include those on the order of
Perfidy, a war crime as the U.S. government and its propaganda machines present a false
narrative by acting under the banner of a “democratic republic” while it is one of the worst
human rights offenders and has not ratified most human rights conventions iiiwhich all but the
most horrific Human Right offenders are signatory. The U.S. has declared and flouts its War on
Humanity by Nuremberg Trafficking Laws that are void and unlawful on their face.
The ICC was established to hold government Perpetrators criminally liable for Atrocity Crimes.
The laws governing Atrocity Crimes are universal laws of nature, not man-made fictions. The
preposterous notion that the U.S. or any country must sign a document to bind itself not to
commit Atrocity Crimes constitutes
complicity and vitiates the purpose of the ICC.
For further details contact:
PEOPLE’S RIGHTS FORUM
800.605.4160 barbara@peoplesrightsforum.com
barbara@endguardianracket.com
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iNuremberg Laws | Holocaust Encyclopedia (ushmm.org)
The Nuremberg Race Laws were two in a series of key decrees, legislative acts, and case law in the gradual process by
which the Nazi leadership moved Germany from a democracy to a dictatorship.

ii Decree of the Reich President for the Protection of the People and... | Holocaust Encyclopedia (ushmm.org)
Popularly known as the Reichstag Fire Decree, the regulations suspended important provisions of the German constitution,
especially those safeguarding individual rights and due process of law. The decree permitted the restriction of the right to
assembly, freedom of speech, and freedom of the press, among other rights, and it removed all restraints on police
investigations. With the decree in place, the regime was free to arrest and incarcerate political opponents without specific
charge, dissolve political organizations, and suppress publications. It also gave the central government the authority to
overrule state and local laws and overthrow state and local governments. This law became a permanent feature of the Nazi
police state.

iii https://www.jstor.org/stable/29766443.
What right does American have to preach human rights to other states, governments, and peoples when it has
adamantly refused to ratify these major multi-lateral international human rights treaties?”

